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১। িনmিলিখত য- কােনা চারিট  pে র উtর দাওঃ ৩×৪ = ১২
(ক) ফাট উইিলয়াম কেলেজর লখক গা ীর নাম ও তাঁেদর gেnর নাম উেlখ কেরা।
(খ) tয়ী মহাকাব -এর নাম লেখা। এgিল কার রচনা ?
(গ) বাংলা সািহেত  pথম সাথক উপন াস কান   ্িট ? এিট কার লখা এবং কেব pকািশত হয় ? 
(ঘ) দীনবnু িমেtর pহসনgিলর নাম লেখা। তাঁর  pহসেনর pধান চিরেtর নাম কী ?
(ঙ) sরসংগিত কােক বেল ? উদাহরণসহ-এর pকারেভদgিলর নাম উেlখ কেরা।
(চ) নািসক ী ভবন কােক বেল  ? উদাহরণসহ লেখা।

  
২। িনmিলিখত য- কােনা চারিট  pে র উtর দাওঃ ৬×৪ = ২৪

(ক) বাংলা গদ  সািহেত  ীরামপুর িমশেনর িমকা ও grt লেখা।
(খ) বাংলা কিবতায় কিব ঈ রgেpর অবদান সংেkেপ আেলাচনা কেরা।
(গ) িdেজndলাল রােয়র ঐিতহািসক নাটকgিলর নাম উেlখ কের এই ধারার নাটেক তারঁ kিতt আেলাচনা 

কেরা। 
(ঘ) ঔপন ািসক িব িত ষণ বেn াপাধ ােয়র kিতt সংেkেপ আেলাচনা কেরা।
(ঙ) টীকা লেখাঃ 

 জাড়কলম শb, বণ িবপযয় । 
(চ) সময়কাল অনুযায়ী বাংলা ভাষার যুগ িবভাগ কর। pেত ক যুেগর বাংলা ভাষার সািহিত ক িনদশনgিলর 

পিরচয় দাও। 
  
৩। িনmিলিখত য- কােনা dিট  pে র উtর দাওঃ ১২×২ = ২৪

(ক) বাংলা গেদ র িবকােশ ঈ রচnd িবদ াসাগেরর অবদান আেলাচনা কেরা। 

(খ) ঔপন ািসক শরৎচnd চে াপাধ ােয়র কেয়কিট উপন ােসর পিরচয় িদেয় বাংলা উপন াস সািহেত  তাঁর 
অবদান আেলাচনা কেরা। 

(গ) বাংলা ভাষা উdেবর একিট rপেরখা pstত কেরা। 

(ঘ) তামার অ েল pচিলত বাংলা উপভাষািটর নাম িলেখ এর ভাষাতািttক বিশে র পিরচয় দাও। 
 ——×—— 
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 The question paper contains GE3A and GE3B. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from the two courses.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 GE3A 

LIFELONG LEARNING AND EDUCATION  

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any four questions from the following 3×4 = 12 

1. What do you mean by Adult Education?  
   
2. What is the importance of Lifelong Learning?  
   
3. How can teachers be Lifelong learners?  
   

4. What are some Lifelong learning skills?  

   

5. Mention three characteristics of Lifelong learners.  

   

6. Write the importance of adult education.  

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four questions from the following 6×4 = 24 

7.   Point out the problems of Lifelong Learning.  

   

8.   Discuss the aims and objectives of Lifelong Learning.  

   

9. Write a note on National Literacy Mission.  

   

10. Point out the provisions of Lifelong Learning in ancient India.  

   

11. Discuss the major constraints in Adult Education.  

   

12. Explain the role of Government in Adult Literacy Programme.  
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GROUP-C 

 

 Answer any two questions from the following 12×2 = 24 

13. Describe the different teaching methods for Lifelong Learning.  

   

14. Explain the National Adult Education Programme.  

   

15. Discuss the growth of Lifelong Learning in Post-Independent India.  

   

16. Explain the differences between Lifelong Learning and Distance Education.  

 
OR 

 

 

GE3B 

GENDER AND SOCIETY IN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT  

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any four questions from the following 3×4 = 12 

1. What do you mean by gender?  
   
2. What is gender socialization?  
   
3. Why is gender equality needed?  
   
4. What do you mean by gender biasedness?  
   
5. What is gender role?  
   
6. What do you mean by co-education system?  

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four questions from the following 6×4 = 24 

7. Explain the concept of gender stereotype in society.  

   

8. Discuss relationship matrix.  

   

9. How can schools be made girl-friendly?  

   

10. What do you mean by attitude towards gender?  

   

11. Explain the role of teachers in gender sensitization.  

   

12. Explain the concept of gender discrimination in society.  
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GROUP-C 

 

 Answer any two questions from the following 12×2 = 24 

13. Discuss how attitude towards gender equality can be created.  

   

14. Discuss the dynamics of gender in the classroom with reference to co-education 

and single-sex school. 

 

   

15. How can you manage gender discrimination in society?  

   

16. How is gender presented in the curriculum and text books?  

   

 

——×—— 
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 GROUP-A  

1. Answer any three questions from the following: 10×3 = 30 

(a) Bring out the salient features of Tagore as a modern poet with reference to the 

poems on your syllabus. 

 

 OR  

(b) Critically appreciate „The Conch‟.  

(c) “Imagery is one of the major stylistic features of Kamala Das‟s poetry.”— 

Discuss. 

 

 OR  

(d) Assess „An Introduction‟ as an exposition of the patriarchal bias against women 

and women writers. 

 

(e) Comment on the dramatic technique used by Tendulkar is the play Silence! The 

Court is in Session. 

 

 OR  

(f) How has Tendulkar exposed the oppression of women by the middle-class in 

Silence! The Court is in Session? 

 

(g) Critically analyse the plot construction of Girish Karnad‟s Nagamandala.  

 OR  

(h) Critically analyse the character of Rani in Nagamandala.  

   

 GROUP-B  

2. Answer any four questions from the following: 5×4 = 20 

(a) Comment on the ending of „The Golden Boat‟.  

(b) Whose arrival does Tagore speak of in his poem, „Arrival‟?  

(c) Comment on the character of Sukhatme in Silence! The Court is in Session.  
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(d) Write a short note on the nature of conflict in Nagamandala.  

(e) Comment on the climax of the play Silence! The Court is in Session.  

(f) Comment on the role of the story in Nagamandala.  

(g) “…Be embroiderer, be cook, / Be a quarreller with servants. Fit in.” Explain with 

reference to the context. 

 

(h) What is the main theme of the poem „Smoke in Colombo‟?  

   

 GROUP-C  

3. Answer any one question from the following: 10×1 = 10 

(a) Discuss Coolie as a novel of social protest.  

 OR  

(b) Bring out the significance of the Shimla episode in Coolie.  

 OR  

(c) What are the main themes that Anita Desai deals with in the novel In Custody?  

 OR  

(d) Comment on the character of Nur in In Custody.  

 

——×—— 
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 CATEGORY-I  

 Answer any four questions from the following 3×4 = 12 

1. Give the historical importance of the Puranas. 3 

   

2. Write the importance of the study of numismatics for understanding the history of 

Ancient India. 

3 

   

3. Define ‘Varna System’. 3 

   

4. What do you understand by the Middle Path? 3 

   

5. Write in brief about Gandhara School of Art. 3 

   

6. What is the historical importance of ‘Allahabad Prasasti’? 3 

   

7. Write a short note on Nalanda University. 3 

   

8. Name the powers involved in Tripartite Struggle. 3 

   

 CATEGORY-II  

 Answer any four questions from the following 6×4 = 24 

9. What are the chief features of the Neolithic Culture of India? 6 

   

10. Give an account of the Harappan Trade. 6 

   

11. What was the position of women in the Rig Vedic society? 6 

   

12. Write a short note on Kautilya’s state system. 6 

   

13. Trace the rise of Kanauj under the leadership of Harshavardhana. 6 

   

14. Bring out the salient features of the Gupta Administrative system. Mention your 

source of information. 

4+2 
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 CATEGORY-III  

 Answer any two questions from the following 12×2 = 24 

15. Assess the importance of the archeological sources for the reconstruction of 

ancient Indian history. 

12 

   

16. Review the socio-economic background of the rise of the Buddhism and Jainism 

in India in the 6th Century B.C. 

12 

   

17. Who were the Indo-Greeks? Discuss their cultural contributions in the history of 

India with special reference to Menander. 

2+10 

   

18. Discuss the features of Asoka’s Dhamma. What steps did he adopt to propagate 

it? 

12 

 
——×—— 
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 SECTION-I  

1. Answer any four questions from the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) What is to be understood by the term „Nāstikā‟ in Indian Philosophy? 3 

(b) What are the different types of „Karma‟ according to Vaiśeṣika Philosophy? 3 

(c) What is called Cittavṛtti? 3 

(d) What is the derivative meaning of the term „Pratityasamutpāda‟? 3 

(e) What is called „Padārtha‟ in Vaiśeṣika Philosophy? 3 

(f) What is the literal meaning of the term “Yoga”? 3 

   

 SECTION-II  

2. Answer any four questions from the following: 6×4 = 24 

(a) Is body considered as self according to Cārvāka? Discuss. 6 

(b) Explain the four Puruṣarthas of Indian Philosophy. 6 

(c) Distinguish between Savikalpaka and Nirvikalpaka Pratyakṣa according to 

Nyāya Philosophy. 

6 

(d) Explain the concept of Prakṛti according to Sāṁkhya. 6 

(e) Explain „Bhava-Chakra‟ following Buddhism. 6 

(f) What is Yoga? Explain its different Aṅgas. 2+4 

   

 SECTION-III  

3. Answer any two questions from the following: 12×2 = 24 

(a) Write a note on the Cārvāka Ethics. 12 

(b) State and Explain the Eight-fold path (Aṣtāṅgika-mārga) admitted in Buddhism. 12 

(c) Discuss the different types of Abhāva following Vaiśeṣika Philosophy. 12 

(d) What are the proofs for the existence of Puruṣa, according to Sāṁkhya? 12 

 ——×——  
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The question paper contains GE-301 and GE-302. 
The candidates are required to answer any one from two courses.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 GE-301 

(Reading Gandhi) 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any two questions of the following 12×2 = 24 

1. Briefly discuss Gandhi’s critique of Western civilization as described in the Hind 

Swaraj. 

12 

   

2. What are the basic tenets of the Gandhian idea of Satyagraha? 12 

   

3. Briefly discuss Gandhi’s role on woman empowerment. 12 

   

4. Assess the influence of Gandhi on the modern pacifist movement. 12 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four questions of the following 6×4 = 24 

5. Discuss Gandhian views on ‘Truth’. 6 

   

6. What are the main philosophical foundations of Gandhian thought? 6 

   

7. Briefly discuss the Gandhian idea of communal unity. 6 

   

8. Discuss Gandhi’s ideas on Untouchability. 6 

   

9. Highlight Gandhi’s role on anti-apartheid movement. 6 

   

10. Briefly examine Gandhi’s view on tolerance. 6 
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 GROUP-C  

11. Write short notes on any four of the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) Gandhi on ‘Swaraj’ 3 

(b) Gandhi’s view on non-violence 3 

(c) Gandhi on primary education: Nai Talim System 3 

(d) Gandhi’s concept of Trusteeship 3 

(e) Gandhi on ‘environment’ 3 

(f) Village reforms as suggested by Gandhi. 3 

   

 GE-302 

(Feminism: Theory and Practice) 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any two questions of the following 12×2 = 24 

1. Examine the role of patriarchy in feminist theory. 12 

   

2. Write a note on the origin and nature of socialist feminism. 4+8 

   

3. Write a note on the history of woman struggle in India. 12 

   

4. Briefly explain sexual division of labour in India. 12 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four questions of the following 6×4 = 24 

5. Briefly explain the concept of Liberal Feminism. 6 

   

6. Discuss the contribution of Mary Wollstonecraft on the origin of Feminist ideas. 6 

   

7. Discuss the distinction between sex and gender. 6 

   

8. Write a note on Women’s Property Rights in India. 6 

   

9. Explain the basic issues related to gender and politics. 6 

   

10. Make comparative explanation of ‘Productive’ and ‘Reproductive’ labour. 6 
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GROUP-C 

 

11. Write short notes on any four of the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) Eco-Feminism 3 

(b) Patrilineal and Matrilineal social practices 3 

(c) Marxist Feminism 3 

(d) Methods of computing women’s work 3 

(e) New ‘Feminist school’ 3 

(f) Female headed household. 3 

 

——×—— 
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 UNIT-I 

1. Answer any three questions of the following: 6×3 = 18

 (a) Join and disjoin the Sandhi any six of the following: 

(i) y?kq $ ÅfeZ%] (ii) vfHk $ mn;%] (iii) ije $ _r%]  (iv) lnk $ ,o] 

(v) xks $ vxze~] (vi) f”koPNk;k] (vii) Hkoue~] (viii) izstrs%] (ix) misUnz] (x) e/ofj% A 

1×6 = 6

(b) Decline any six of the following: 1×6 = 6

 (i)  ?kV in ‘k’Bh ,dopu A 

 (ii)  unh in prqFkhZ ,dopuA 

 (iii)  xks in ‘k’Bh cgqopuA 

 (iv)  ekr ̀in f}rh;k cgqopuA 

 (v)  loZ (iqafy) in lIreh ,dopuA 

 (vi)  xqf.ku~ in f}rh;k f}opuA 

 (vii)  ;q’en~ in prqFkhZ ,dopuA 

 (viii) ;n~ (L=hfy) in ‘k’Bh cgqopuA 

 (ix)  Hkor~ in rr̀h;k ,dopuA 

(c) Conjugate any six of the following: 1×6 = 6

 (i)  Hkw in yksV~ e/;eiq#’k ,dopuA 

 (ii)  xe~ in fof/kfy³~ izFkeiq#’k f}opuA 
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 (iii)  iB~ in y³~ izFkeiq#’k cgqopuA 

 (iv)  lso~ in yksV~ mÙkeiq#’k ,dopuA 

 (v)  [kkn~ in y³~ e/;eiq#’k f}opuA 

 (vi)  fy[k~ in yV~ mÙkeiq#’k cgqopuA 

 (vii)  Øh in y³~ e/;eiq#’k ,dopuA 

 (viii) xzg~ in yV~ izFkeiq#’k cgqopuA 

 (ix)  vl~ in yksV~ mÙkeiq#’k ,dopuA 

(d) Account for the case-endings any three of the following underlined words: 2×3 = 6

 (i)  izklknkr~ izs{krs jktkA 

 (ii)  ds”ks’kq pejha gfUrA 

 (iii)  tVkfHk% rkile~ vi”;e~A 

 (iv)  lw;sZ mfnrs iùa izdk”krsA 

 (v)  Jea fouk lq[ka ukfLrA 

  

 UNIT-II 

2. Answer any one question of the following: 12×1 = 12

(a) Write a detail note on the Philosophical Hymns in ṚgVeda.
(b) Write a detail note on Aśvaghoṣa as a poet.

  
3. Write short notes on any four of the following: 3×4 = 12

 bZ”kksifu’kn~] O;kdj.ke~] “kriFkczkã.ke~] dqekjlEHkoe~] eqnzkjk{kle~] uypEiw%A 

  

 UNIT-III 

4. Answer any one of the following: 12×1 = 12

(a) Briefly elaborate the influence of elephant episode in vfHkKku”kdqUrye~A 

(b) Write a note on characteristic features of nq’;Ur  in the drama vfHkKku”kdqUrye~A 
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5. Translate into English or Bengali any one of the following pairs: 6×1 = 6

(a) uhokjk% “kqdxHkZdksVjeq[kHkz’VkLr#.kke/k% 

izfLuX/kk% वfpfnqnhQyfHkn% lwP;Ur ,oksiyk%। 

fo”oklksixeknfHkUuxr;% “kCna lgUrs èxk 

Lrks;k/kkjiFkk”p oYdyf”k[kkfu’;Unjs[kkfrk%॥ 

(b) vuk?kzkra iq’ia fdly;eywua djjw gS& 

&jukfo)a jRua e/kq uoeukLokfnrjle~। 
v[k.Ma iq.;kuka Qyfeo p rnzwieu?ka 

u tkus Hkksäkja dfeg leqiLFkkL;fr fof/k%॥ 

 vFkok 

(a) ljflteuqkZo)a “kSoysukfi jE;e~ 

efyuefi fgeka”kksyZ{e y{eha ruhfr। 
b;ef/kdeuksKk oYdysukfi rUoh 

fdfeo fg e/kqjk.kka Hk.Mua ukÑrhuke~॥ 

(b) vFkksZ fg dU;k ijdh; ,o 

rke| laizs’; ifjxzghrq%। 
tkrks eek;a fo”kn% izdkea 

izR;fiZrU;kl bokUrjkRek॥ 

  

 ——×—— 
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 The question paper contains GE3A and GE3B. 
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 GE3A 

GENDER AND VIOLENCE 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any two of the following questions 12×2 = 24 

1. What do you mean by gender violence? Briefly examine the various forms of 

gender violence in Indian society. 

12 

   

2. Define domestic violence. Discuss the nature of domestic violence against 

women. 

12 

   

3. What is sexual harassment? Analyse the nature of sexual harassment at 

workplace. 

12 

   

4. Discuss in brief the legislative provisions to prevent violence against women in 

India.  

12 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four of the following questions 6×4 = 24 

5. Explain the concept of structural and situated violence against women. 6 

   

6. Briefly illustrate the difference between sex and gender. 6 

   

7. Explain the term gender as a social construct. 6 

   

8. Discuss the nature of caste-based gender violence. 6 

   

9. Explain the causes behind the practice of dowry in India. 6 
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10. Discuss the major legal provisions to stop domestic violence in India. 6 

   

 GROUP-C  

11. Define / explain any four of the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) Gender socialization 3 

(b) Marital rape 3 

(c) Women trafficking 3 

(d) Cyber crime against women 3 

(e) Familial violence 3 

(f) Girl child abuse. 3 

   

 GE3B 

SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Answer any two of the following questions 12×2 = 24 

1. Define sociology of education. Discuss the subject matter and scope of sociology 

of education. 

12 

   

2. Briefly examine the role of education in social reproduction. 12 

   

3. Discuss any Educational Policies adopted in post-independence India. 12 

   

4. Discuss the nature of discrimination of women in education in India. 12 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Answer any four of the following questions 6×4 = 24 

5. What are the sociological determinants of education? Discuss. 6 

   

6. Discuss education as a Fundamental Right. 6 

   

7. Discuss the effects of privatisation of education in India. 6 

   

8. Examine the significance of text learning. 6 
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9. Discuss the role of education as an agent of socialisation. 6 

   

10. Write a note on equalisation of educational policies in India. 6 

   

 
GROUP-C 

 

11. Define / explain any four of the following: 3×4 = 12 

(a) Vocational education 3 

(b) Online education 3 

(c) Cultural capital 3 

(d) Drop-out in school 3 

(e) Gender identity in education 3 

(f) Equality of educational opportunity. 3 

 
——×—— 

 

 


